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1. Introduction

Online social networks have increasingly become an essential platform for 

communication and knowledge propagation. Understanding how information spreads on 

such platforms and furthermore influences the formation of online communities has, in 

turn, become one important research problem due to its many applications, for instance, 

viral and targeted marketing [1]. The above problem is often referred to as the information 

diffusion problem [2], This problem is inherently challenging due to the massive and 

dynamic nature of information flows. In this thesis, we focus on designing and 

implementing a reliable metric to measure the similarity between two users of the Twitter 

microblogging platform.

This work is driven by a long-held observation that people with similar interest 

tend to form their own online communities [3]. Furthermore, information diffuses more 

often among similar users than dissimilar ones. A reliable user-user similarity metric is, 

therefore, a critical building block towards understanding/modeling information diffusion 

patterns on a social platform.

Given the popularity of Twitter and its wide use in dissemination of information 

and the formation of communities, many researchers have studied the similarity among 

Twitter users. Before we highlight these past efforts, it is necessary to understand the two 

types of Twitter data: Tweets and Twitter social networks. Tweets are microblogs or short 

comments posted by users, usually representing opinions, emotions, and reactions. Users
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can tag these tweets using Hashtags (see Appendix A) that categorizes the tweets into a 

user-defined topic space. Twitter provides access to the tweet data through their streaming 

application programming interfaces (APIs)1 and search APIs2. Streaming APIs allows 

collection of real-time tweets by subscribing to a list of hashtags, while search APIs allow 

collection of the historical tweets (up to 3000 counts) for a specific user. The collection 

process is described in Section 3.1.

Twitter also has a social component to it. The platform allows a uni-directional 

relationship, where a user can follow (subscribe) another user. A follower receives all the 

tweet updates from the followee, who is referred to be a friend of the follower. Figure 1(a) 

illustrates this relationship, where John follows Alan and receives updates from Alan 

without being reciprocally followed by Alan. This also brings in the notion of celebrity 

users, who are followed by many other users and do not follow them back. Followers can 

repost the tweet from their friends, this is called retweeting. Retweeting behavior not only 

shows that a user is interested in the tweet that he/she retweeted but also indicates another 

aspect of the social relationship between the users. As the ways of communication in 

Twitter evolved, user interactions can take the form of retweeting, quoting, replying or 

mentioning (see Appendix A) creating a social network of interactions. We call it the 

retweet network.

1 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/filter-realtime/overview

2 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/overview

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/filter-realtime/overview
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/overview
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In a way, Twitter presents a word-of-mouth information propagation environment 

among the users connected by the social relationship (followers and friends) and 

interactions (retweeting, quoting, replying, mentioning). User connections in the Twitter 

network can be represented by a graph, where the nodes are the users and edges depict the 

relationship between the nodes. The relation between the nodes can be defined either by 

social ties or interactions. Thus, the Twitter network can be broadly categorized into two 

types, the social network, in which the network is formed by followers and friends and the 

implicit retweet network, where the network connections are created by interactions 

(retweet, reply, quote or mention) between the users illustrated in Figure 1(b).

Figure 1: Twitter Network Structure

(a) John is the follower of Alan, (b) Implicit and Explicit Network: An Illustration
whereas Alan the friend of John.

foMows  »

John Alan

- >  Indicates the interactions (retweet, mentions, quotes, replies) 

-* t  Imdicates the following relationship

Most of the existing studies on user similarity consider the social graph structure. 

SimRank is one such popular measure of similarity. It is based on the observation that
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things related or connected to similar objects are also similar [4]. Another graph-based 

approach P-Rank (Penetrating Rank) enhanced SimRank by incorporation both in-links 

and out-links in the score calculations. Many other clustering-based approaches harness 

the graph structure of the Twitter network to define similarity and communities [5]. The 

limitations of these studies lie in the fact that they are solely based on the network structure 

and overlook the rich content-based information such as topical interests. In TwitterRank, 

an algorithm based on PageRank, Weng et al. incorporated the topical information in the 

link structure to find the influential users on Twitter [6]. Inclusion of topical information 

improved the performance of TwitterRank over other PageRank based algorithms in 

identifying the topic sensitive influential users. Although, there is multitude of research on 

Twitter network that highlights the importance of user similarity, there has been dearth of 

studies in creating a reliable and reusable quantitative similarity metric and we focus on 

bridging this significant gap.

Specifically, this thesis focuses on designing a similarity index that could be used 

to explore the role of user-user similarity in the process of information diffusion. It takes 

into account a multitude of factors: the social network of two users (e.g. common followers 

or friends), interaction behavior (e.g. retweeting, mentioning), and content (e.g. hashtags, 

topical content) of the users’ tweets. After having evaluated the reliability and availability 

of data sources, we decide to put more emphasis on the last two factors. We address the 

following questions in this study: (1) Identify the topical interests of the users; (2) Design 

the measure to quantify the topical similarity between a pair of users; (3) Measure the
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interaction based similarity between users; (4) Evaluate the similarity index; (5) Provide 

input for integrating the similarity indices in the information diffusion model.

As mentioned earlier, a user on Twitter typically generates the following types of 

data: the tweets they post, a collection of contents that they interact via 

retweeting/mentioning/quoting/replying, with, and other users to whom they connect to via 

the social network. For analyzing the content-based similarity, we used users’ historical 

tweet texts to learn a user's topical interest. The topical content of the text was analyzed 

using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7], an unsupervised generative topic 

modeling approach. LDA assumes each document to be a collection of multiple topics, and 

this notion aligns with the observation that a Twitter user would show interest in more than 

one topic, in various proportions.

Using tweets for topical analysis was challenging due to the following reasons: (1) 

Twitter data is inherently noisy, with the use of jargons, emoticons; (2) Tweets are short 

and do not lend themselves to largely used topic modeling approaches; (3) There are many 

topic modeling approaches which need to be tested with no proven gold standard or ground 

truth. To overcome the above challenges, we adopted the strategies described in the 

following section.

To deal with the noisy data, we employed elaborate data cleaning tailored explicitly 

for Tweets. The preprocessing included cleaning of emoticons, and jargons; stemming and 

lemmatization of the words; cleaning of short words; dealing with URLs, etc. On the other 

hand, it was also important to not lose the context while these preprocessing techniques
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were applied. The detailed process employed in this thesis for data processing is described 

in Chapter 3.

The topic modeling algorithms adopted in this work rely on exploiting the 

document level word co-occurrences; however, tweets are usually very short to provide a 

reasonably sized document for the topic modeling approaches. To deal with the short texts 

we experimented with two methods. First, we pooled the historical tweets from a user to 

represent a document. Second, we used Dirichlet mixture Model (DMM) based 

implementation of topic modeling algorithms, which assumes one topic per document and 

provides topic modeling approach suitable for short texts like tweets. [8] We also used 

word vector based enhancements with topic modeling. [9] These procedures are elaborated 

in chapter 3.

An additional challenge was the lack of gold standard for comparative evaluation 

of topic modeling approaches. For the evaluation of topics obtained by the topic modeling 

approaches, we looked at the different aspects of the topics like top words, topic proximity 

etc. by using topic visualization techniques like word-clouds, pyLDAvis visualization for 

topics, and context based visualization of the topics. The evaluation techniques are 

discussed in Chapter 3

In addition to the word-based topic modeling approach for creating content-based 

similarity index, we also explored the hashtags defined similarity. Hashtags are integral 

part of the content of the tweets and are used by users to categorize their tweets and help 

them show more easily on the Twitter search [10]. These hashtags provide another way to
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study the interests of Twitter users. We used user’s historical tweets to obtain the set of 

hashtags users tweeted about and used Jaccard's similarity index [11] to calculate the 

hashtag based similarity between the users.

Apart from the content-based similarity, we also explored the network-based 

similarity indices. Based on preliminary analyses of the obtained data, we found that the 

social network (follower/friend network) was very sparse and did not provide enough 

information. To deal with this problem we used the interaction-based retweet network 

where the users are connected by their interacting behavior like retweet, mentions, quotes 

or replies (figure 2). The retweet network provided us with a denser graph. To capture the 

direct interaction between the user we calculated the normalized strength of the interactions 

(How many times the users interact with each other?) as similarity indicator. In addition, 

to capture the similarity between the users who may not directly interact with each other 

but may have common set of interactive connections, we used Jaccard's similarity index.

Finally, to evaluate the proposed approaches of capturing content-based and 

interaction based user similarity, we used Twitter data collected from three different TV 

shows. To assess the content-based and social interaction-based similarity scores, we used 

the concept of "homophily" in Twitter. Homophily is a behavioral aspect of the Twitter 

network, where users are more likely to develop relationship with like-minded users having 

similar interests [12]. Kang and Lerman demonstrated that Twitter users who are topically 

similar were more likely to be socially linked as compared to topically dissimilar users 

[13]. Based on the direct correlation reported between user similarity and social
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relationship, we used social relationship between users to evaluate the topic modeling 

approaches and similarity scores in our study.

Through this thesis project, we have made the following main contributions and findings:

• We investigated various aspects of twitter users including their topical interests and 

structural characteristics to create the similarity score that could be used to study 

the information diffusion process on Twitter network.

• We studied various topic modeling approaches and evaluated topical similarity 

scores from these approaches in terms of their ability to distinguish the social 

relationship between the user pairs. We found that LDA based topic modeling 

approaches using pooled tweets significantly outperformed DMM based 

approaches using up-pooled tweets.

• We captured an important aspect of user created content in the similarity 

measurement by designing hashtag-based similarity.

• We proposed a novel interaction-based similarity which captures a dynamic 

behavioral relationship between the users.

• We proposed an evaluation strategy based on the concept of homophily on Twitter 

to evaluate the topical and structural similarity scores.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 deals with the related work 

around user similarity on Twitter. Chapter 3 discusses the proposed approach including the 

data collection, preprocessing and analysis, data visualization and evaluation methodology.
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Chapter 4 presents the major observations of the research. Chapter 5 describes the 

installation and detailed instruction to run the project. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the 

study and presents several future research directions.
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2. Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we describe the data used in this research project and review the 

literature to understand the status of the current research in the area of user similarity. We 

will also elaborate on the topic modeling algorithms employed in the project. This chapter 

is organized into the following sections: (1) Twitter data; (2) related work on calculating 

user similarity; (3) Topic modeling for the Twitter data; (4) Multifaceted similarity 

measure for Twitter users.

2.1. Twitter data

The goal of this research was to design a reliable content-based and interactions- 

based similarity index which could further be used to study the information diffusion on 

the Twitter network. Twitter provides access to different types of data through their 

developer APIs. In the following section, we describe the Twitter data relevant to this 

thesis.

Twitter provides options for streaming real time filtered tweets by using their 

streaming filter APIs [14]. This allows obtaining the stream of tweets for selected hashtags 

or other filter in real time. Twitter also provides search APIs which allows batch querying 

the tweets retrospectives for a given user. All Twitter APIs return Twitter data encoded 

with JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). JSON is based on key-value pairs with named 

attributes and associated values. A tweet object returned by the Twitter APIs has an author 

(User object), a message, a unique ID, a timestamp when it was posted, and other attributes
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like geo metadata. Each Tweet object also provides array of common tweet contents such 

as id, number of followers, and public account information. A Tweet object contains 100’s 

of attributes providing contextual information including details about retweets, mentions, 

hashtags, images, etc. An exhaustive reference of these attributes can be referenced on 

Twitter’s developer guide [15].

Twitter also provides APIs to obtain the social network data for a given user via 

their following API endpoints [16]. The following APIs allow obtaining a list of followers 

or friends for a given user. This information provides all the data to understand the social 

network structure involving the given set of users.

For the purpose of this research we used the Twitter data from 3 television shows 

identified by hashtags. The tweets that facilitate the content-based similarity studies were 

collected using Twitters streaming and search APIs. Historical tweets collected using the 

search API were used in creating the retweet graph, which was used to create the interaction 

based similarity index. We also collected the social network data using the Twitters get 

friends/followers APIs which was used in preliminary data analysis and understanding of 

the Twitter’s social structure. The details of the data collection and organization of data 

into the social and retweet network is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

2.2. Related work on calculating user similarity

Similarity measures between the entities are crucial and have applications in 

clustering, neighbor detection, anomaly detection, recommendations etc. Entity similarities
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have been studies on various networks like the Web [17], publication networks [18], 

biological networks [19] and most extensively on the social networks [20].

Many similarity studies focus on the network-based structure. Jeh and Widom [4] 

proposed PageRank like structural similarity measure with the main idea that “two objects 

are similar if they are referenced by similar objects”. The similarity score propagated 

recursively via network’s in-links. The limitation with SimRank is that it only uses the in

link relationship for similarity computation. This limitation was addressed by P-Rank 

Algorithm [5]. P-rank algorithm expanded the similarity concept of SimRank to 

incorporate out-link aspect of the network structure and can be expressed as “two entities 

in a network are similar if they are related to similar entities”. But both the above 

algorithms and other network structure based algorithms overlook the content-based 

similarity between the entities.

In recent years, Twitter has received increased attention in the area of information 

propagation and researchers have studied user similarity on Twitter based on various 

aspects like:

Social structure similarity: Here, the similarity index is based on the links 

between the users with the notion, very similar to SimRank and P-Rank 

algorithms, that similar users follow a similar set of users. Weng et al. in their 

proposed algorithm, TwitterRank, attempt to overcome the shortcoming of 

PageRank and link based algorithms by taking into account both the link 

structure and topical similarity of the users [21].
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• Hashtag similarity: Hashtags are user created topics for their posts are usually 

used for classifying and sharing the tweets. Hashtags can be considered user 

provided labels to the tweets. Ramage et al. used hashtags to extend LDA by 

incorporating supervision in the form of implied tweet level labels including 

hashtags amongst other like emoticons, likes and mentions [22]. In the lack of 

labelled Twitter data, researchers have used hashtags as labels to evaluate the 

quality of the clustering algorithms [23]. In an attempt to cluster Twitter users, 

Zhang et al. [24] used a hashtag overlap based similarity to cluster the Twitter users. 

One strong assumption in this work is that users sharing or following the similar 

hashtags also share common interests. To capture this notion of similarity, we also 

designed a similarity metric, based on the overlap of hashtags, which is described 

in more details in Chapter 3

• URL based similarity: URLs are common entities attached in the Tweets and 

compromise a significant proportion of tweets, researchers have used URLs to add 

context to the Tweets content by crawling the content from the links [20]. In the 

current research, we did not focus on studying the URL based tweet content.

• Content-based similarity: Tweets represent users’ opinions and thus the content 

of the tweet becomes a significant criterion to identify users interest and their 

similarity to other users. There has been a lot of attempt to understand the tweet 

content and numerous challenges have been identified [24] [9] [8]. Content-based 

similarity is a broader area and is discussed in the next section
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2.3. Topic Modeling for Twitter data

In studying the content-based similarity topic modeling using LDA-based 

generative topic modeling approach has received a lot of attention [7]. LDA is a generative 

statistical model that explains the sets of observations by unobserved groups and has been 

used extensively used in discovering topics in raw text documents particularly when the 

documents lack annotation or labels. However, LDA is designed to be used on the 

documents that are of sufficient size to provide per-document statistical information. This 

requirement imposes a unique challenge when dealing with microblogging platform such 

as Twitter. Tweets are merely 140 characters long and are interspersed with acronyms, 

emoticons, jargons and URLs. Application of topic modeling to such noisy and short text 

results in topics that are non-informative.

To address the problem of short text topic modeling, one intuitive approach used is 

to pool the tweets forming a larger document. Various pooling techniques have been 

suggested in the literature like, merging all the tweets posted by a user into single document 

[25], putting together the tweets containing same hashtags [26], and pooling the tweets 

based on conversations [27]. These pooling approaches result in better and more 

meaningful topics as compared to the un-pooled tweets. Hong and Davidson [25] addressed 

the problem of conduction topic modeling on short text messages like Tweets. In their 

paper, they demonstrated that the quality of topics is highly influenced by the size of the 

document, and pooling of Tweets into one document for training the topic model resulted 

in better topic generations. Further, they empirically demonstrated that topic modeling
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approach for Tweets, used stand-alone or in conjunction with other approaches, can be 

useful in identifying common interests of the Twitter users, which has numerous practical 

applications.

Yin and Wang [28] addressed the challenges presented by sparse and high 

dimensional short texts by using a Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture Model (DMM) based 

Approach for Short Text Clustering. Nguyen et al. provided the Java implementation of 

LDA topic model and the one-topic-per-document Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) 

model [8].

Nguyen et al. [9] also proposed combining LDA and DMM topic models with word 

embeddings. Word embedding techniques represent a set of language modeling and feature 

learning techniques, where the words or phrases are mapped to the vectors of real numbers 

the representing the dimensionality of word in terms of numerical vectors [28], In the 

proposed composite latent feature topic models, a word is generated by the latent feature 

topic-to-word component or by the topic-to-word Dirichlet-multinomial component. They 

found that incorporation of word embeddings in the LDA and DMM model improved the 

topic modeling results by up to 5%. They additionally provided the Java implementation 

of the algorithm [9].

The following section describes the topic modeling algorithms used in this research 

and their advantages and limitations.

2.3.1. Introduction to Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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Latent Diriehlet Allocation (LDA), is the unsupervised statistical topic modeling 

approach that discovering the abstract topics that occur in a collection of documents, based 

on word frequency in the documents [7]. LDA assumes that each document is a mixture of 

topics. LDA is a Bayesian inference model that associates each document with a 

probability distribution over topics, where topics are probability distributions over words. 

LDA model assumes that, each document in the collection is a mixture of topics, and the 

words are generated by the following process:

(i) First, decide the number of words a document will have.

(ii) Second, using a Diriehlet distribution over a fixed set of topics, choose a 

topic mixture for the document.

(iii) Finally, for each word in the document:

a. randomly select a topic from the distribution over topics and

b. randomly chose a word from the corresponding topic (distribution over 

the vocabulary).

Let’s take an example to understand this topic generation process. Consider the 

following five sentences:

1) I like mangoes and bananas.

2) I love banana ice-cream with a lot of nuts.

3) Cholera is an acute infectious disease, causing diarrhea, vomiting and high 

fever.
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4) Contaminated mango juice was the source of last Cholera outbreak in the 

town.

5) The most common cause of death is Cholera is dehydration.

In the above 5 sentences,

• sentence 1 and 2 are 100% about food.

• sentences 3 and 5 are 100% about diseases.

• sentence 4 is 70% disease and 30% food.

Now, according to the above document generation process.

(i) Pick the number of words for the document, let’s say five.

(ii) Next, choose the topic mixture for the document, suppose we decide the 

document should be 50% food and 50% disease.

(iii) Pick the words

a. Pick the first word from topic food, which gives you “mango”.

b. Pick the second word from topic disease, say “diarrhea”.

c. Pick the third word from topic disease, say “dehydration”.

d. Pick the fourth word from topic food, giving you “ice-cream”.

e. Pick the fifth word from topic food, giving you “banana”.

Thus, the document generated is “mango, diarrhea, dehydration, ice-cream, 

banana”. Now suppose we want to reverse this process using a given set of documents 

and a fixed number of topics, the main goal is to learn the topic distribution in each 

document.
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The goal of LDA topic modeling is to infer the topics from the collection of the 

given documents, by reversing the process of document generation discussed in the 

example above. The following pseudo-code presents this process of topic inference over a 

given set of documents using the most commonly used Gibb’s sampling approach.

Randomly assign each word w of the document to one of the 
topic t.

For every word w:
For each topic t:

P(t I d) :Compute the proportion of the words 
currently assigned to t
P(w I t) :Compute the proportion of assignment to 
topic t over all the documents that come from this

word

Reassign w a new topic, where we choose topic t 
with probability P(t / d) * P(w / t)

On repeating the above step multiple times, we will reach a 
steady state where the estimations are reasonably good.

Here, the documents themselves are the observed variables while the topics, topic 

distribution per-document, and per-document, per-word topic assignment are the hidden or 

latent variables. LDA belongs to the family of probabilistic modeling algorithms where the 

generative process defines the join probability over the observed and the latent variables. 

The conditional distribution (posterior distribution) of the hidden variables is calculated 

given the observed variables.

To describe the LDA model formally, let us define the following variables
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Table 1: Variables for LDA Model

Variables Description

Pl:K are the topics where each P k is a distribution over the

vocabulary

0d, k is the topic proportion for topic k in document d

Zd are the topic assignments for document d

Zd, n is the topic assignment for word n in document d

Wd are the observed words for document d

The joint distribution of the hidden and observed variables can be formulated as in 

Equation 1: LDA Joint DistributionEquation 1

Equation 1: LDA Joint Distribution

K  D  N

I p(dl:K,0l:D,Zl:D,1Vl:D) =  f J p ( A )  f j  P(0d) p(Zd,n\Od)p(m,n\0hK, Zd,n)
1 = 1  d— 1 n =  1

Figure 2: LDA diagrammatic overview

Note that only the words are observed (shaded), a and rj are the parameters o f  the respective Dirichlet 

distributions. Plates indicate repetition. Picture from Blei 2012 [7]
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Thus, LDA provides an excellent model to decompose and explore the large set of 

unlabeled document, understand their underlying composition and find the relationship 

between the documents. The key problem in the LDA implementation is Posterior 

inference which is intractable to compute. [29] There are many approximate inference 

techniques that can be applied, including variational inference [7] and Gibbs sampling 

technique [29].

We studied various implementations and variations of LDA, which are described

below.

2.3.2. jLDADMM Java Package: LDA implementation

jLDADMM provides implementations of the LDA topic model using the collapsed 

Gibbs sampling algorithms for inference [9] [30]. Gibbs sampling is a Markov chain Monte 

Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for obtaining a sequence of observations which are 

approximated from a specified probability distribution. Asuncion et al. reported that 

although the Gibbs sampling approach produces results with similar accuracy, its stochastic 

nature causes it to converge more slowly as compared to other inference techniques [31]. 

jLDADMM package provided the open source code of the implementation and 

documentation.

2.3.3. Gensim package for LDA
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Gensim is a Software Framework for topic modeling with large corpora [32]. Gensim 

implementation uses variational Bayes for inference. The algorithm is streamed (training 

documents may come in sequentially), runs in constant memory with respect to the number 

of documents and is distributed making use of a cluster of machines, if available, to speed 

up model estimation. Although, for this project, we used the single core implementation, 

Gensim also provides multi-core implementation using all CPU cores to parallelize and 

speed up model training.

2.3.4. jLDADMM Dirchlet mixture Model (DMM) implementation

Probabilistic topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation are used to discover 

latent topics in document collections. However, short texts like Tweets present challenges 

including data sparsity and limited context. One approach to deal with the short texts is to 

combine them into long pseudo-documents before training LDA. Another approach is to 

assume that there is only one topic per document. jLDADMM provides implementations of 

the one-topic-per-document Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model (i.e. mixture of 

unigrams) [30]. The implementation of DMM uses the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithms 

for inference [33].

2.3.5. Word vectors with Topic Modeling

Latent feature vector representation of the words (word vectors) have been used in 

many Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. It is believed that contextual 

information can provide approximation of the semantics of the words as semantically
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similar words tend to appear in similar contexts [34]. Words can be represented as 

multidimensional vectors, where vectors represent meaning or semantics of the words in 

some abstract way. Nguyen et al [9] proposed integration of word vectors into LDA and 

DMM topic modeling approaches to improve the quality of identified topics. They provided 

a Java implementation of algorithm that integrates the latent vector representation into LDA 

and DMM. More specifically, the generation of words from topics now included two 

components, a Diriehlet multinomial component and a latent feature component.

We used two different sets of latent features with topic models:

(i) Pre-trained GloVe vectors: word vectors trained on Twitter data (2 Billion tweets, 

1.2 million Vocabulary, 200d vectors) [35].

(ii) Word vectors trained on our dataset: preprocessed tweets were used to train the 

word vectors using Gensim wrapper for word2vec (Google), a deep learning 

algorithm based on Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model [36] [37].

Thus, based on the above listed approaches for topic modeling, the following topic 

modeling approaches were evaluated using our Twitter datasets. (Table 2)

Table 2: Topic modeling approaches

Topic Modeling 
approach name

Description

JLDA
gLDA
jLDA_w2v

jLDADMM Java Package 
Gensim LDA
jLDADMM Java Package: DMM
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jLDA_w2v_pre jLDADMM Java Package: LDA with pre
trained word vectors 
jLDADMM Java Package: DMM 
jLDADMM Java Package: LDA with word 
vectors trained on input dataset 
jLDADMM Java Package: DMM with pre
trained word vectors

jDM M
jDMM_w2v

JDMM_w2v_pre

2.4. Multifaceted similarity measure for Twitter users

There are various aspects to represent a Twitter user and researchers have attempted 

to assimilate these. Zhang et al, [24] addressed the problem of identifying communities in 

Twitter. They computed similarity between users by leveraging both the content and the 

social structure. The features that were incorporated in creating the similarity measure 

included tweet text, URLs, hashtags, following relationship and retweet relationship. The 

authors used the similarity metric with classical clustering algorithms like hierarchical 

clustering and k - means to discover communities within the Twitter network. Through 

their research, authors proposed that content-based and social structure-based similarity 

could be successfully used to discover communities within the Twitter network. For 

evaluating the discovered communities, the authors proposed an evaluation metric based 

on the concept of homophily in Twitter. They proposed “the average number of mutual 

following links per user per community (FPUPC)” as an evaluation metric, where larger 

FPUPC value would mean that users within the community are more similar.
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Goel et al. [38] proposed a scalable framework to discover similar users on Twitter, 

where users are called similar if they produce similar content on the Twitter. The features 

used in this work to define the similarity between users included the PageRank score of 

two users, historic follow through rate (user followed the suggested user), Mutual follow 

(users who follow each other), Topics, Locations and email domain. They evaluated the 

proposed framework using human evaluation and experimenting on real Twitter product.

The approach taken in this study is motivated by the past works but extends the 

related work to explore many novel approaches. Firstly, in addition to using LDA for 

discovering topical similarity between Twitter users, we studied other topic modeling 

approaches including LDA, DMM, Word embedding enhanced LDA and DMM and 

presented their comparative results on similarity measures. In addition to topical similarity, 

we captured hashtag-based similarity between users. We studied the active interactions 

between users and decomposed these interactions to the level of retweets, mentions, replies 

and quotes (please refer to Appendix A). We captured indirect social interactions between 

the users by capturing their retweet overlaps. For evaluating the created similarity score, 

we presented a new evaluation metric for similarity scores based on the concept of 

homophily in Twitter.

The goal of this research is to capture the similarity between Twitter users to study 

the adoption of new products, e.g., new TV shows. We captured the key characteristics of 

the Twitter users, including their inherent characteristic and social interactions, that could 

affect the adopting behaviors of the user. The results from this work will provide the
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independent variables to study and model the information diffusion process on the Twitter 

social platform.
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3. Methods

In this chapter, we describe the experimental data used in this research. We then 

focus on the four main tasks realized in this thesis project, which are: (1) Data Collection;

(2) Content-based similarity; (3) Hashtag based similarity; and (4) Interactions based 

similarity. Please refer to Figure 3 for a schematic description of these tasks forming a 

workflow.

3.1. Data Collection and Storage

We obtained broadly three types of Twitter data (1) Streaming tweets for TV shows 

identified by hashtags; (2) Historical tweets for the unique users; (3) Social network data. 

The data was collected by using the APIs provided by Twitter and stored in MongoDB3 

database on Elastic Container -  2 (EC-2) Instance on Amazon Web Services (AWS)4. The 

data collection process is summarized in Figure 3. In the next section, we explain the 

characteristics of the data and their use in the project. We will also discuss the limitations 

of the dataset and approaches taken to mitigate those.

3 https://www.mongodb.com
4 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/

https://www.mongodb.com
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram representing the workflow o f the project
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3.1.1. Streaming tweets collection

Twitter’s streaming API [39] provides a low latency access to the Twitter's stream 

of global tweets. The streaming API allows programmers to set up a long-term http 

connection and delivers the tweets based on the set of parameters, e.g. hashtags. We used 

hashtags associated with the Television shows to collect the relevant tweets. Tweets are 

collected in near real time. The Java program used for tweet collection was developed by 

Alejandro Munguia and refined by Yeqing Yan. Tweets were collected by a Java program 

running on Amazon's EC2 instance and stored in mongo dB database.

3.1.2. Collection of historical tweets

For every unique user, who authored the tweets obtained via streaming API using 

specific hashtags, we collected the historical tweets by using Twitters search APIs. Historic 

tweet collection process was synchronized with the streaming tweet collection. Every 24 

hours, a list of unique users was identified from the streaming tweet data and historic tweet 

collection was done using Twitter's search API. This API allows querying up to 3200 recent 

tweets.

Historical tweets provided two-fold application in this project. First, since they 

were collected for each user, they enable us to learn a user’s topical interests; therefore, 

such data were used for topic modeling. Second, every tweet collected has metadata 

information including users’ interaction with other users like retweeting, mentioning,
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quoting and replying. These interactions will be used to create the dynamic retweet 

networks described in Section 3.4.1. Moreover, historical tweets were also used to collect 

the set of hashtags to calculate the hashtag-based similarity scores.

Although historical data came with a lot of valuable information, its downside was 

the associated storage cost. The size of an average tweet object was ~4000 bytes, resulting 

in 10-15 MB storage cost for one user’s historical tweets. This resulted in an exponential 

growth of storage cost reaching more than 100 GB for merely 10,000 users. To address the 

storage space issue, we identified the metadata relevant to the research and pruned the 

Tweet object to store only the metadata that was required, thus saving the database cost 

and speeding up the data query process.

3.1.3. Collection of Social network data

Social network data was collected for each user, which includes the list of Twitter 

IDs of a user’s friends and followers. Such data was collected as soon as a new unique user 

was identified from the streaming tweets data. The social network data was used to create 

the evaluation datasets described later.

Social network data provides the information on the social connections of the users 

in terms of friends and follower, where the connecting edges between the users indicate 

their friending and following relationship. In this thesis, we chose to use the retweet 

networks to study the link-based relationships instead of the social network. In the retweet 

network, the connecting edges between the users are created by user’s interactions like
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retweeting, mentioning, replying and quoting. The detailed structure of the retweet network 

and process of creating the network is described in section 3.4.1. In this thesis, we chose 

retweet network over the social network due to following reasons:

(1) Social network data has a list of followers and friends, but there is no 

information on when a follower or friend became connected to the user. This 

was an important piece of information for this project as our larger goal is to 

study the information diffusion process on a social media platform. Using 

retweet networks overcomes this obstacle. In a retweet-network, we use 

interactions like retweets to define the connections between users. These 

interactions were timestamped, making it possible to identify when two users 

became connected via interaction.

(2) Another limitation with the social network information is imposed by Twitter’s 

data policy. Social network information can only be obtained from users who 

allow such information being shared. This problem does not exist in the retweet 

networks as tweets are public entities.

(3) Twitter imposes a collection rate-limit on the social network data queries, 

which makes the real-time collection process very challenging. The rate-limit 

causes lagging of the social network data collection scripts, resulting in the data 

being stale and out of sync with the collection of the streaming tweets.
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(4) As compared to social networks, the connections represented by interactions 

are more action-based. Retweet networks allow one to define a user’s neighbors 

in terms of active interactions.

(5) Retweet networks also provide an additional dimension to the connections 

between two user. For example, the scenario where User-A retweets User B 

once, is different from the scenario where User A retweets User B on 100 

different occasions. This creates a notion of strength of interaction and provides 

a useful dimension to the interaction based relationship.

These above reasons make retweet network a more desirable choice for both 

calculating the similarity between users and also for evaluation of similarity metric.

3.1.4. Monitoring the Data Collection

Finally, to ensure accuracy of the data collection process, it was important that the 

collection scripts work uninterrupted and flawlessly. This was particularly important in the 

collection of streaming Tweets, as this collection depends on the persistent http connection 

established with the Twitter server. We monitored the data collection script using another 

alarm script that checked the size of the database periodically and alerted the team in case 

of any crashes, unexpected dataset changes etc. The data collection flow is illustrated in 

Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Data Collection Flow
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3.2. Content-based similarity

The historical tweets obtained by the process described in the previous section were 

used to find the content based similarity between the Twitter users. In this section, we 

discuss the process of data preprocessing and the use of topic modeling approaches to 

calculate the content-based similarity index.

3.2.1. Preprocessing the Twitter data for topic modeling

Tweets are inherently unstructured and noisy due to the acronyms, emoticons, slangs, 

misspellings, URLs, etc. In this section, we discuss the cleaning of the data to prepare it 

for the input to the Topic Modeling Programs.

To find the topical interest of the user, we used users’ historical tweets. Users’ historic 

tweets were collected backwards starting from the time when a user first posted the tweet 

about the TV show. In this way, the historic tweets represent this user’s typical interests
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before she adopted the TV show of interest. Tweets, when considered as individual 

documents, are too short to produce robust per-document term co-occurrence statistics. To 

address this sparsity problem, we pooled the tweets from a single user in one document. 

To get a reasonable representative document from a user, we excluded the users with < 10 

tweets, included all the tweets from the user who posted <= 1000 tweets and aggregated 

the most recent 1000 tweets from the user who posted >1000 tweets. We pooled all the 

tweets of a user to make one document per user.

We further normalized the documents by lowercasing the tweets, getting rid of the 

punctuations and removing all URL's. Although URLs could provide meaningful content 

to the document if they were crawled, curated and relevant content was included in the 

document, but for this thesis we chose to exclude them. We removed tokens consisting of 

only non-alphanumeric characters. This included removal of all the emoticons and non- 

linguistic expressions.

The next step in the preprocessing was to combine the derivationally similar words. 

To understand this concept of derivational variation let’s take a few examples.

Example 1: car, cars, car’s, cars -> car 

Example 2: better, good -> good 

Example 3: walk, walking, walks -> walk
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It is useful for topic modeling that the lemmas be used instead of using various 

inflectional forms of the words. There are two approaches commonly used to reduce the 

inflectional forms to the related base form of the word -  Stemming and Lemmatization. 

Stemming refers to the crude heuristic process that chops of the ends of the words to get 

the common base form while lemmatization refers to the process of achieving the same 

goal with the use of a vocabulary and morphological analysis of the words. For this 

research, we used the WordNet lemmatizer [40]from NLTK.

Subsequently, we filtered out excessively short texts (< 3 letters), stop words and 

non-English words. We used the stop word list provided by the natural language toolkit 

(NLTK) corpora. We extended the stop word list by adding additional words by observing 

the words which were common and did not seem to affect the topical results (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Examples o f extended stop words
_

'be', ’http', ‘https', 'co', 'c o m V rf. 'one*.
'us', lo r ,  'm ay', 'get1, 'want', 'like', 

lo v e ', 'no', 'thank', 'would', th anks ',
'good', 'm uch', 'low', ’roger"

V J

We used NLTK Part of Speech (POS) tagger to tag the POS and filtered out all 

words that were not tagged as noun, verb, adjective or adverb. This step was specifically 

helpful in getting rid of POS tags like preposition (on, of, at, with, by, into, under), 

conjunction (and, or, but, if, while, although) and pronoun (he, their, her, its, my, I, us).
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Such words added little or no meaning to the topics. Figure 6 summarizes the steps used in 

the preprocessing of the tweets for the topic modeling and

Figure 7 shows one example of the Tweet that has been preprocessed.

Figure 6: Steps in the Preprocessing o f a Tweet
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Figure 7: preprocessing tweets to bag o f words

Lol! They're registered at 
WhipsRus. I claimed the 
leather baby bib. Sorry. 

https://t.co/Wo79NEtlvV;-)

-Pre-process ►
register whipsrus 

claim leather baby 
bib sorry

3.2.2. Topic modeling

After pre-processing the data, documents were prepared to provide the input in a format 

required by the various topic modeling programs discussed in Section 2.3. For the LDA- 

based programs, all the historical tweets were pooled to represent a single document per 

user with a mixture of topics. For the DMM-based approached, every tweet was considered 

as a single document with a single topic. The documentation for running the programs for 

topic modeling is covered in Chapter 5.

3.2.3. Calculating topical similarity

The output of LDA-based topic modeling approaches is the topic vectors that 

provide topic distribution over the document. A topic vector is the proportional 

representation of topics in a document. Figure 8 illustrates a topic vector where the size of 

the vector indicates the number of topics in the document and the values indicate the 

proportion of the respective topic. The value 0.1 in the topic vector for topic 1 indicates 

that the document is composed of 10% topic 1. Since each document is the collection of

https://t.co/Wo79NEtlvV;-
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Tweets from a single user, the obtained topic vector represents the distribution of this user’s 

interest over the interpreted topics.

Figure 8: Example o f Topic vector from LDA

Topic Vector : [0.1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3]

Indicates that document X  is composed of 10% 
topic 1; 20% topic 2; 10% topic 3; 30% topic 4 

and 30% topic 5

For the DMM-based topic modeling approaches, each document is a single tweet 

and there is one topic assigned to each document or tweet. Every user contributes multiple 

documents. A user’s topic vector is calculated by finding the proportion of tweets that 

belong to a topic. Figure 9 illustrates the creation of topic vector for user’s Tweet when 

DMM based topic modeling was used to determine the topic for each tweet.
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Figure 9: Example o f creating topic vectors for DMM based topic modeling

Tweet 1 : topic 3 
Tweet 2 : topic 2 
Tweet 3 : topic 1 
Tweet 4 ; topic 2 
Tweet 5 t topic 5 
Tweet € ; topic 4 
Tweet 7 : topic 4 
Tweet 8 : topic S 
Tweet 9 : topic 4 
Tweet 10: topic 5

Topic Vector : [0.1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3]

Indicates that User A's tweets are composed of 
10%  topic 1; 2 0%  topic 2 ; 10%  topic 3; 30%  topic 

4 and 30%  topic 5

Once the topic vectors are obtained, the next step is to calculate the topical 

similarity score between two users.

We used the following similarity functions to calculate the similarity score between the 

two document vectors.

1. Cosine Similarity

2. Pearson’s correlation

Both Cosine similarity and Pearson’s correlation are based on the concept of dot product. 

The dot product similarity function can then be defined as:
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Equation 2: Similarity function between vectors

The basic concept in using dot product as similarity is simple, if x tends to be high 

when y is high or x tends to be low when y is low, the similarity score will be higher. Now, 

to obtain the similarity in bounded form we used cosine similarity and Pearson correlation.

1. Cosine Similarity

In Cosine similarity is normalization is achieved by dividing the vectors by Z?norm,

bounding the similarity core between 1 and -1 and between 0 and 1 if x and y are non

negative which was the case in topic vectors. Cosine similarity is interpreted as an angle 

between two vectors.

2. Pearson’s correlation coefficient

Cosine similarity is affected by the shifts thus to obtain an invariant version which 

is invariant to both scale and location is Pearson correlation coefficient, which is calculated 

as follows:

Equation 3: Cosine Similarity between vectors

CosineSim (x,y) =
(x\y)
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Equation 4: Pearson's Correlation between the vectors

D „ f . Et(*f ~ x)  (y* -  y )PearsonCorr \x ,y )  — ,
V SU i -  * )2 V2(yi -  y ) 2

where x and y  are respective means

In this thesis, we present similarity using both similarity functions, Cosine 

similarity and Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

3.3. Hashtag-based similarity

In addition to topical content-based similarity, we also investigated the hashtag- 

based similarity discussed in this section.

Hashtags are special words prefixed with '#' in Tweets that are used for indexing 

the content on the Twitter. These hashtags are created by users and usually represent salient 

features or user-created labels of the tweet. Hashtags provide a manual labelling to the 

tweets and are important in identifying the common interests on Twitter. Figure 10 

illustrates how hashtags can be useful in identifying the commonality in the tweets that do 

not sound related.
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Figure 10: Hashtags to group the user interest

gabrieta «Gabne*aUjrefc 1h v  \
f  Magic Forest by Pol Ledent tart

World birds woddb*rds38 6b
Red capped Manakin (Ceratopipra mentaltsi ig #art

Arinze Stanley #  #HarHu»yart 19h v>
The face *s the mirror of the mind, and eyes without speaking confess the 

secrets of the heart'. -  St Jerome,

Her Sweet Stare

#ann2estanfey
tart
iwortdofpencMs

For every user, we obtained the set of hashtags used from the historical tweets. We 

calculated hashtag-based similarity between a pair of users (e.g. user A and user B) using 

the Jaccard's index. Jaccard index is a commonly used similarity metric that measures the 

probability that a given feature 'f  is present in both users, if that feature 'f  is present in 

either user A or user B. [41]
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Jaccard Similarity Coefficient can be formally written as:

Equation 5: Jaccard’s  Similarity between sets

1 JC- r A r A  \A h  I n 5 hlJ a c c a r ^ m U B )  =

A h • set of hashtags used by user A 
B h set of hashtags used by the User B

3.4. Social interactions-based similarity

Topical content-based similarity and hashtag-based similarity provided a measure 

of user-similarity based on the lexical semantics of the tweets produced by the users. In the 

following section, we try to capture the implicit similarity between the users indicated by 

their behavior and interactions with the other users. We represented the user interactions 

using a retweet network which we discussed in great details in section 3.1.3. In the 

following section, we discuss the structure of retweet network and the steps to create it.

3.4.1. Retweet Network Creation

A retweet network was created for each TV show using the historic tweets. A retweet 

network is a directed graph where each vertex of the graph represents a unique user who 

posted the tweets about the TV show. The edge between the vertices indicate the 

connections between them by one of the following actions: (i) Retweeting, (ii) Quoting, 

(iii) Mentioning or (iv) Replying.
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•  Retweeting: A user can publicly share the tweet originally posted by another user.

•  Quoting: Quoting is a special form of retweeting where the user adds additional 

comments to the original posters tweets.

•  Mentioning: User can mention any user in the post by using "@username".

•  Replying: Tweets can take form of conversation where one user can post a reply to 

another user's tweet. A reply is a response in the form of a post to another user, 

indicated by followed by original posters username. A reply can therefore be 

considered a special form of mention, where a user mentions the original poster in 

the reply.

Each vertex of the retweet network also records the following attributes of the user:

•  id: indicates the unique Twitter user account id.

•  createtime: indicated the time when this user posted the first tweet about the TV 

show (containing the TV show related hashtag).

Each edge directed from user A to user B, records the following attributes:

•  create time: indicates the first interaction action time between user A and user B,

•  retweet count: number of times user A have retweeted user B's tweets.

•  quote count: number of times user A quoted user B's tweets.

•  reply count: number of times user A replied to user B.

•  mention count: number of times user A mentioned user B
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The retweet networks were created using pythons Networkx library and stored in 

graphml file. The technical documentation of this program can be found in Chapter 8.

3.4.2. Interactions-based similarity

Twitter interactions capture the dynamic social relationship or mutual ties between 

users. These relationships can be reciprocal (strong ties) or one way (weak ties). We 

developed the following similarity indices using the above interactions.

•  Interaction-based Jaccard Measure: We use Jaccard similarity index to capture 

the ties between the users who may not have direct interactions but may interact 

with a common set of users. ( Figure 11)

Figure 11: Indirect relation between user's interactions

Common Set of Users, 
User A and User B interact with

User A user B
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•  Interaction Strength: For the users who had direct interaction with each other, we 

captured the strength of interaction by using normalized count of number of 

interactions between the two users. (Figure 12)

Figure 12: Strength o f user's mutual interactions

U se r A  user B

In this chapter, we presented the methodology used in theses for the collection of 

data, preprocessing of the data and measurement of the user similarity. We discussed the 

calculation of both the content-based (topical and hashtag-based) and interaction-based 

similarity measures.

We believe with these approaches to measure the user-user similarity, we capture a 

users’ relation to other user in most dimensions, including their interest as represented by 

content-based similarity and their social interaction behavior. In the next chapter, we 

present the evaluation results of these similarity measurements using several larger Twitter 

datasets we have collected. Due to the lack of the labelled dataset and ground truth, 

evaluation of the similarity measures was a hard problem to solve. Further, there is no gold 

standard metric to evaluate the results of the topic modeling algorithms. We addressed this 

problem by using a combination of heuristic approaches and Twitter network’s specific
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characteristics, like homophily, in creating a reliable evaluation metric. We discuss the 

evaluation strategies to verify the reliability of these similarity measurements in greater 

detail in Chapter 4.
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4. Evaluation and Results

This thesis project aims at creating a reliable index to measure user-user similarity 

for Twitter users. As described in the earlier chapters we sought to measure the similarity 

in the context of content and the interaction structure. In this chapter, we discuss the 

experimental data used in this research, describe the evaluation strategies used to validate 

the results, and finally present the main results.

4.1. Dataset Description

For this thesis, Twitter data from the following three TV shows was used.

1. 24 Legacy: This show consists of 12 episodes. It follows the life of war heroes. It 

adheres to the real time concept of covering the events of a 24-hour period, beginning 

and ending at 12:00 p.m. This show premiered on February 5th, 2017 on FOX

2. The Good Place: The Good Place is a fantasy comedy television series premiered on 

September 9th, 2016 on NBC. The plot of the show is based on a recently deceased 

woman (Eleanor) who finds herself in "The Good Place", a heaven-like town where 

those who have been good throughout their lives go after they have passed away. Soon 

realizing that she doesn't belong there, Eleanor tries to right her wrongs leading to the 

chain of events in this fictional comedy.
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3. This Is Us: This Is Us is an American TV show that premiered on NBC on September 

20th, 2016. It is a family drama that revolves around the group of people who share the 

same birthday and the ways in which they are similar and different.

Please refer to Table 3-5 for more details of the Twitter datasets collected 

during the course of this project. Specifically, Table 3 summarizes the TV shows included 

in this study. Table 4 provides the descriptive statistics for the streaming and the historical 

tweets collected, including total historical tweets count for the TV show and mean, median 

and range of the count of tweets per user. Finally,

Table 5 describes the characteristic of the retweet network created using the historical 

tweets.

Table 3: Details o f the TV Sho w included in the study

Name of the TV 

Show

24-Legacy Dataset The-Good-Place

Dataset

This-Is-Us Dataset 

(Sample)

Hashtags #24Legacy #TheGoodPlace #ThisIsUs

Genre Thriller, Political, Comedy, Fantasy Drama, Family,

Action Comedy

No of unique users 16,855 14,812 23,511

Channel FX NBC NBC
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Table 4: Total count, mean, median and range for the historical tweets per user

No of 
Streaming 

Tweets 
about the 

show

Historical Tweets Per User

TV Shows
i '■ ■:I ; ... . . Total Mean ± SD Median Range

24-Legacy Dataset 76,045 28,638,030 1978 + 987 2,086 1-3212

The-Good-Place
Dataset 60,143 41,294,716 2290± 1257 3,193 1-4090

This-Is-Us Dataset 89,986 70,998,385 2195 ± 1279 3,163
..................

1-3886

Table 5: Characteristics o f the Retweet Network

TV Shows No of Nodes No of Edges Average in-Degree 
and out-degree

24-Legacy Dataset 16,605 1,99,260 12.132

The-Good-Place Dataset 14,812 2,81,428 19.243

This-ls-Us Dataset 23,395 3,89,256 16.638

Tweets were preprocessed as described in section 3.2.1 and prepared for the topic 

modeling approaches. Documents containing less than 10 tweets were excluded from the 

analysis. Table 6 shows the count of excluded users for each of the datasets.

Table 6: Users excluded from the study by preprocessing

TV Shows Total users Number of 
excluded users

Percentage of 
excluded users

24-Legacy Dataset 16,855 245 1.45 %

The-Good-Place
Dataset

14,812 379 2.68 %
r.........  ■ ■ ■ ■ ' t

This-Is-Us Dataset 23,511 210 0.89 %
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4.2. Evaluation Strategies

4.2.1. Qualitative evaluation of topic modeling results

Topic models are often evaluated by measuring their performances on secondary 

tasks like document clustering or information retrieval [42]. Another common approach to 

evaluate topic models is by using internal metrics, such as held-out probability, but people 

in David Blei's group have shown, this could be a poor indicator of the quality of topics. 

[43] So it is important to look at the topics themselves. It is not enough to just look at the 

top words but it is important to visualize them in proportion, proximity to other word and 

topics and in context.

To look into the different aspects of the topics obtained by a topic modeling approach, we 

adopt three visualization techniques.

1. Word Clouds: Typically, the result of topic modeling algorithms is the list of 

words that belong to a topic and the probability of each word associated with this 

topic. Word Cloud visualization makes it easy to observe the words in proportional 

relation to the other words. It can be conveniently observed if a term dominates a 

topic or multiple words exhibit a similar likelihood. Word clouds allow convenient 

visualization of 20,50,100 or even more words in a single cloud. Figure 13 presents 

examples of such word cloud visualization. One can visually identify the topics in 

these word clouds where Topic #3 is United States Presidential Elections; Topic #4 

concerns spiritual or faith; Topic #7 highlight lifestyle, vacations or dinner dates;
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Topic #14 indicate technical business; Topic #18 is the TV shows; and Topic #19 

highlights the crime news.

Figure 13: word cloud visualization o f topics
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saudi protest

^ r e a n o r t h s o u t h
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£ ra sh  _  ______
storm " student Pstitioh

r#fy§t*

det*Vl
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2. Interactive topic visualization: pyLDAvis (python version of LDAvis R- 

Package) is designed to help users interpret the topics in a topic model that has been 

fit to a corpus of text data. The package extracts information from a fitted LDA
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topic model to form an interactive web-based visualization. The visualization 

contains four sets of visual elements [44].

a. Topic Circles: Each circle represents one topic with area proportional to the 

proportion of the topics across the total tokens in the corpus.

b. Red bars : Estimated number of times a given term was generated by the 

selected topic.

c. Blue Bar : Represents the overall frequency of each term in the topic.

d. Topic-term circle: When a term is selected, the circles change to topic term 

circles whose areas are proportional to the frequency with which the 

selected term is generated by the topic.
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Figure 14:image ofpyLDAvis tool
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3. Contextual visualization of topics: To observe the topics in context within the real 

tweets, we used an html based visualization technique which could be used as 

adjunct to see topical words highlighted in the tweet text. This allowed closer look 

at the topical words in the context of complete tweet text (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Visualizing the topical words in context o f tw eet text.
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4.2.2. Evaluation datasets for similarity measure

The goal of our project was to design a suitable user-user similarity index based on 

what a user has tweeted (i.e., the content-based aspect) and how she interacts with other 

users (i.e., the interaction-based aspect). We used unsupervised topic modeling approaches 

to get the content-based topical interests of the users, which were then used to obtain the 

topical similarity score between two users. Other dimensions of similarity between the 

users were hashtag-based Jaccard similarity, Interaction-based Jaccard similarity, and 

normalized mutual interaction strength. (Please refer to Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for more 

details of such measurements.)
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To evaluate these measures, an ideal situation would be to use manually curated 

datasets (i.e., the gold standard or ground truth). Having acknowledged the significance of 

the ground truth, it is very challenging to get the ground truth for the dataset used in this 

type of research. Tweets are not only unlabeled and unclassified, they are also difficult to 

label manually. This is because Tweets are often noisy and full of social media jargons, 

which may have different meanings based on the context in which they are used. In 

addition, labelling millions of Tweets is not only daunting but is also impractical.

To construct the evaluation datasets for user-user similarity measures, we employ 

the concept o f "homophily" on Twitter [12] [13]. Weng et al. [21] report that Twitter users 

do not follow other users randomly or merely reciprocate the relationship, but they follow 

the users who they think share similar interests to them. Since the following relationship 

on Twitter is akin to the traditional subscription model, a user receives tweet updates from 

the friends whom she follows. Thus, the following relationship on Twitter is closely 

correlated to similar topical interests between two users. With this intuition, we created the 

following three sets of user-pairs or Social Pairs (SP) to evaluate the various similarity 

measures designed in this project, for each TV show included in the study.

• No-relation SP: 2000 pairs of users who have no social relation links

• One-way SP: 2000 pairs of users, where the following is one way, i.e., one user in 

the pair follows the other user who however does not follow back.

• Reciprocal SP: 2000 pairs of users who mutually follow each other
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Intuitively, the average similarity score between the 2000 user pairs should be the 

highest for the reciprocal pairs, followed by one-way pairs and then no-relation pairs. Each 

similarity measurement was evaluated on these datasets to observe whether the similarity 

measures could distinguish them. While creating the three evaluation datasets of user pairs 

for each TV show, we ensured that the users included were randomly selected and there 

was no overlap in the users in the three datasets. 2000 users provided a relatively large 

sample size for evaluation. Furthermore, up to 3000 historical tweets per user provided a 

reasonably representative dataset for the topic modeling algorithms.

Although, the concept of homophily on Twitter is well acknowledged, but the notion is 

based on the belief that users with similar interests follow each other. There are few major 

limitations to this approach. Users may follow each other for the reasons other than mutual 

interest, e.g. for political reasons, to get updates or merely by being polite to reciprocate a 

following from another user. Secondly, a user’s interest may evolve or change over time 

while the social relationship may become stale, hence not indicating similar topical 

interests. In spite of these drawbacks and considering the challenges to construct a 

reasonably large dataset of ground truth, we believe the above social pair-based evaluation 

strategy is both practical and well founded on the homophily phenomenon.
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4.2.3. Results from Topic based similarity

We compared the topical similarity scores obtained from following seven topic modeling 

appoaches.

1. jLDADMM Java Package: LDA (jLDA)

2. jLDADMM Java Package: DMM (jDMM)

3. jLDADMM Java Package: LDA with pre-trained word vectors (jLDA_w2v_pre)

4. jLDADMM Java Package: DMM with pre-trained word vectors

(jDMM_w2v_pre)

5. jLDADMM Java Package: LDA with word vectors trained on input dataset

(jLDA_w2v)

6. jLDADMM Java Package: DMM with word vectors trained on input dataset

(JDMM_w2v)

7. Gensim LDA (gLDA)

For each TV show, we identified the unique users from the streaming Tweets. The 

preprocessed historical tweets from these users were used for the topic modelling. Social 

pair sets (described in section 4.2.2) were created from these unique users and their social 

network data. Subsequently, similarity score was calculated for each social pair. The mean 

Cosine similarity scores and Pearson similarity scores obtained by all the topic modeling 

approaches for each pair of users are tabulated in Table 7, Table 9, and Table 11. The 

distribution of the similarity scores are presented in the histograms in Figure 16-22. The
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heights of the histogram bars indicate the frequency of the users with the similarity scores 

in the ranges of 0.1, which is represented by the width of the bars. We performed one-way 

ANOVA [45] to test whether the similarity scores were different amongst the groups, and 

post hoc analysis was done using pairwise independent t-test.

On a careful observation of the similarity scores and their distributions over the 

corresponding evaluation datasets (Tables 7-12 and Figures 16 - 22 ), one can identify the 

following patterns regarding the performance of the seven topic modeling approaches 

under study:

• Gensim’s LDA (gLDA) produced similarity scores that were significantly 

different between the three social pairs evaluation groups, i.e. No-relation SP, 

One-way SP and Reciprocal SP. This observation was consistent across all three 

datasets (Table 7, Table 9, Table 11). The corresponding histograms of 

frequency distributions Figure 22 show a clear trend of lowest similarity score 

in the No-relation SP group and highest scores in Reciprocal SP, while the 

scores of One-way SP were evenly distributed. This observation was in 

accordance to the concept of homophily that underlines our evaluation strategy.

• Similarity scores from jLDA were significantly different between No-relation 

SP and One-way SP and between No-relation SP and Reciprocal SP, but the 

mean similarity difference between One-way SP and Reciprocal SP group could 

not reach the statistical significance between One-way SP and Reciprocal SP in 

24-Legacy and This-Is-Us datasets. Integration of word vectors with jLDA
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improved the similarity distinction between the groups in all three datasets. The 

trend was more clearly visible in the frequency tables. The improved 

performance of jLDA on evaluation social pairs distinction, when used with 

word vectors, could be attributed to added external information about the 

words’ contextual characteristics. Our results are similar to those reported by 

Nguyen et al. [9]. Despite the improved results by using word vectors, the 

increased time and space cost associated with the process did not justify its use 

over gLDA, which consistently delivered better distinction between the social 

pair evaluation groups.

• jDM M  could not differentiate between any of the social pairs, in any of the 

datasets. Integration of word vectors with jDMM does not appear to make the 

similarity scores significantly different between the groups. Upon empirically 

observing the topical words, all the DMM-based approaches failed to produce 

coherent topics. Although, Yin et al. [46] reported improved performance of 

topic modeling of short text by using DMM, but they reported the improved 

performance of DMM in relation to other clustering algorithms such as K- 

means and Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) which is different 

from ours.
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Table 7: Mean Similarity Scores in evaluation groups for all topic modeling 
approaches for 24-Legacy Dataset

24-Legacy Dataset

Topic Modeling Approach No-relation SP One-way SP Reciprocal-SP

jLDA Cosine 0.54 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.55 0.65 ± 0.06

Pearson 0.01 ±0.07 0.28 ±0.16 0.35 ±0.16

jLDA_w2v_pre Cosine 0.32 ±0.04 0.55 ±0.07 0.61 ±0.07

Pearson 0.03 ± 0.08 0.38 ±0.14 0.46 ±0.13

jLDA_w2v Cosine 0.40 ± 0.05 0.56± 0.07 0.60 ± 0.07

Pearson 0.02± 0.08 0.33± 0.15 0.39 ±0.15

jDMM Cosine 0.54 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.04

Pearson 0.14 ±0.08 0.13 ±0.08 0.12 ±0.08

jDMM_w2v_pre Cosine 0.67 ±0.03 0.69 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.02

Pearson 0.13 ±0.09 0.14 ±0.09 0.14 ±0.1

jDMM_w2v Cosine 0.84 ±0.02 0.87 ±0.02 0.87 ±0.02

Pearson 0.12 ±0.07 0.15 ±0.07 0.14 ±0.07

gLDA Cosine 0.24 ± 0.05 0.51 ±0.09 0.57 ±0.09

Pearson 0.07 ±0.10 0.28 ±0.19 0.38 ± 0.19
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Figure 16: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacyfor jLDA
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Figure 17: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacy for jDMM
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Figure 18: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacy forjLDA_ w2v_pre
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Figure 19: Histograms showing sim ilarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacy for jDMM_ w2v_pre
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Figure 20: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacy for jLDA_w2v
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Figure 21: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacy forjDMM_w2v
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Figure 22: Histograms showing sim ilarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups -24Legacy for gLDA
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Table 8: Analysis o f Variance (ANOVA) and Post hoc Independent T-testfor 
sim ilarity scores -24-Legacy Dataset

Groups ANOVA Pair Wise T-test

F-value P-value Groups P-value

jLDA 121.41 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.02

jLDA_w2v_pre 282.22 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

jLDA_w2v 583.96 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

jDMM 0.25 0.77 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

jDMM_w2v_pre 0.68 0.57 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

jDMM_w2v 0.57 0.64 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

gLDA 629.95 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

* significant at p <= 0.001
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Table 9-.Mean Similarity Scores in evaluation groups for all topic modeling 
approaches for The-Good-Place Dataset

The-Good-Place Dataset

Topic Modeling Approach No-relation SP One-way SP Reciprocal-SP

jLDA Cosine 0.59 ±0.04 0.61 ±0.04 0.65 ± 0.04

Pearson 0.01 ±0.06 0.12 ±0.08 0.19± 0.10

jLDA_w2v_pre Cosine 0.37 ±0.05 0.49 ± 0.05 0.56 ±0.06

Pearson 0.01 ±0.08 0.24 ±0.11 0.34 ± 0.12

jLDA_w2v Cosine 0.35 ±0.05 0.48± 0.06 0.55 ±0.06

Pearson 0.03± 0.08 0.24± 0.11 0.34 ±0.11

jDMM Cosine 0.62 ± 0.04 0.61 ±0.04 0.62 ± 0.04

Pearson 0.22 ± 0.09 0.19 ± 0.08 0.20 ±0.09

jDMM_w2v_pre Cosine 0.71 ±0.03 0.72 ± 0.03 0.72 ±0.03

Pearson 0.19 ±0.09 0.16 ±0.09 0.15 ±0.09

jDMM_w2v Cosine 0.86 ±0.02 0.86 ±0.02 0.87 ±0.02

Pearson 0.17 ±0.05 0.14 ±0.06 0.13 ±0.06

gLDA Cosine 0.36 ±0.06 0.50 ±0.07 0.60 ±0.07

Pearson 0.06 ±0.12 0.25 ±0.16 0.39 ±0.16
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Figure 23: Histograms showing sim ilarity score distribution across the evaluation 
groups - The-Good-Place Dataset for jLDA
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Figure 24: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - The-Good-Place Dataset for jDMM
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Figure 25: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - The-Good-Place Dataset for jLDA_ w2v_pre
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Figure 26: Histograms showing sim ilarity score distribution across the evaluation 
groups - The-Good-Place Dataset for jDMM_ w2v_pre

Topic Modelling Approach : jDMM_w2v_pre
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Figure 27: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - The-Good-Place Dataset for jLDA_ w2v
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Figure 28: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - The-Good-Place Dataset for jDMM_ w2v
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Topic Modelling Approach : gLDA
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Table 10: Analysis o f Variance (ANO VA)  and Post hoc Independent T-test for 
sim ilarity scores -The-Good-Place Dataset

Groups ANOVA Pair Wise T-test

F-value P-value Groups P-value

jLDA 44.11 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.001

jLDA_w2v_pre 369.89 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

jLDA_w2v 367.01 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

jDMM 0.73 0.47 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

jDMM_w2v_pre 0.46 0.62 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

jDMM_w2v 0.77 0.46 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

gLDA 410.72 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

* significant at p <= 0.001
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Table 11: Mean Similarity Scores in evaluation groups for all topic modeling 
approaches for This-Is-Us Dataset

This-Is-Us Dataset

Topic Modeling Approach No-relation SP One-way SP Reciprocal-SP

jLDA Cosine 0.58 ±0.05 0.66 ± 0.09 0.68 ±0.06

Pearson 0.04 ±0.08 0.53 ±0.18 0.42 ±0.18

jLDA_w2v_pre Cosine 0.37 ±0.08 0.49 ±0.05 0.68 ±0.08

Pearson 0.13 ± 0.13 0.24 ±0.11 0.55 ±0.15

jLDA_w2v Cosine 0.40 ± 0.08 0.62± 0.08 0.66 ± 0.07

Pearson 0.18± 0.14 0.50± 0.16 0.54 ± 0.13

jDMM Cosine 0.54 ±0.05 0.56 ±0.05 0.55 ±0.05

Pearson 0.17 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.11

jDMM_w2v_pre Cosine 0.68 ± 0.03 0.68 ±0.03 0.68 ± 0.03

Pearson 0.16 ± 0.13 0.14 ± 0.13 0.14 ± 0.13

jDMM_w2v Cosine 0.81 ±0.02 0.84 ±0.02 0.84 ± 0.13

Pearson 0.07 ±0.08 0.05 ± 0.08 0.04 ±0.07

gLDA Cosine 0.29 ± 0.07 0.58 ±0.09 0.63 ±0.08

Pearson 0.01 ±0.13 0.38 ±0.20 0.44 ±0.18
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Figure 30: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - This-ls-Us Dataset for jLDA
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Topic Modelling Approach : jDMM

No-relation SP

Figure 31: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - This-Is- Lis Dataset for jDMM
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Figure 32: Histograms showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - This-Is-Us Dataset for jLDA_ w2v_pre
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Figure 33: Histogramss showing sim ilarity score distribution across the evaluation 
groups - This-Is-Us Dataset for jDMM_ w2v_pre
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Figure 34: Histogramss showing sim ilarity score distribution across the evaluation 
groups - This-Is-Us Dataset for jLDA_ w2v
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Figure 35: Histogramss showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups - This-Is-Us Dataset for jDMM_ w2v
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Topic Modelling Approach : gLDA

No-relation SP

Figure 36: Histogramss showing similarity score distribution across the evaluation
groups-This-Is-Us Dataset for gLDA
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Table 12: Analysis o f Variance (ANOVA) and Post hoc Independent T-testfor 
sim ilarity scores -This-Is-Us Dataset

Groups ANOVA Pair Wise T-test

F-value P-value Groups P-value

jLDA 82.28 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.062

jLDA_w2v_pre 455.44 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

jLDA_w2v 369.89 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*
f—.—. ....................... .

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.008

jDMM 2.19 0.11 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

jDMM_w2v_pre 0.51 0.81 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

jDMM_w2v 0.50 0.60 No-relation SP & One-way SP NA

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP NA

One way SP & Reciprocal SP NA

gLDA 749.23 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

* significant at p <= 0.001
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In this section, we presented the similarity scores obtained for the user pairs using the 

topic modelling approaches and evaluated these scores on the basis of their ability to 

distinguish between the three types of social pairs. We found that the similarity scores 

based on the LDA approaches (jLDA and gLDA) provided a better distinction between the 

social pairs as compared to the DMM based approaches, with best distinction results 

obtained from the gLDA approach. Further, we found that incorporation of word 

embeddings in the Topic modelling did not improve the ability of the similarity score to 

distinguish between different social pairs. On the downside, it increased the space 

complexity of the algorithms. In summary, we found that gLDA provided the best similarity 

scores based on the social pair evaluation.

4.2.4. Runtime of topic modeling approaches

Table 13 presents the run-time for the topic modelling algorithms used. All algorithms 

were run on Dell’s PowerEdge 2950 Sever, with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU processor, 32 GB 

system memory, 128 KB LI cache and 8 MB L2 cache. As observed in Table 13, gLDA 

was significant faster than all the other algorithms. Since we used single core 

implementation of Gensim LDA, the faster runtime could not be attributed to its distributed 

nature. One possible explanation for better run time of Gensim LDA as compared to other 

algorithms could be its low memory footprint, which resulted in fewer memory swaps and 

hence improved runtime. Comparing the performances of the algorithms was not the focus 

of this thesis, and the presented cursory comparisons are not standardized in any way.
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Based on the similarity score results from various topic modeling approach, we decided to 

use gLDA for topical similarity calculations.

Table 13: Run time for topic modeling algorithms used

Topic Modeling 
Approaches

24-Legacy Dataset
The-Good-Place

Dataset
This-Is-Us Dataset

gLDA 3 hours 10 min 3 hours 35 min 4 hours 25 min
jLDA 8 hours 8 hours 11 hours

jLDA_w2v_pre 14 hours 15 hours 18 hours
jLDA_w2v 14 hours 15 hours 18 hours

jDMM 21 hours 22 hours 26 hours
jDMM_w2v_pre 26 hours 28 hours 32 hours

jDMM_w2v 26 hours 28 hours 32 hours

4.2.5. Entertainment based topical similarity (EBTS)

The next step was to be able to define “Entertainment based” based topical 

similarity score. To study the information diffusion of TV shows over Twitter network, we 

needed to calculate the similarity of users over their interest in topics related to 

“entertainment”. Finding topics that are related to entertainment is a more subjective 

process and involves human intervention. To hand pick the topics, visualization was an 

important step. We used word-cloud based visualization and pyLDAvis visualization tools 

to pick the topics that were related to entertainment.

Figure 37Error! Reference source not found, shows the Entertainment based 

topics selected from 20 topics obtained as a result of topic modeling. We can clearly notice 

the word cloud visualization helps in manual identification of these topics.
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Figure 37: Entertainment based topics selected from 20 topics
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Figure 38 shows the visualization of the selected topics using pyLDAvis tool. We 

can observe that the selected topic circles are clustered together indicating the similarity 

between the selected entertainment related topics. Similar pattern was observed with 

selected entertainment based topics from 40 topics. Thus, visualization of topics using 

word cloud and pyLDAvis tool is clearly useful in human identification and selection of 

the topics.
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Figure 38: Selected topics in PyLDA vis tool
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After selecting the set of topics from the topic list, a new Entertainment Based 

Topic Vector (EBTV) was created for every user, which represented users’ entertainment 

based topical interest. Cosine score and Pearson correlation were then used to calculate the 

pair wise similarity between the user pairs. Table 14 presents the mean similarity scores 

across the evaluation groups when 4, 10, 15 and 20 topics were used to create the EBTV. 

We found that, when more topics are included in the similarity score, the ability to 

distinguish between the social pairs improves. This could be explained by increase in the 

datapoints as we increase the number of topics. Further research is needed to study the 

effect of EBTS on the information diffusion model, which is the part of ongoing research 

by our team.
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Table 14: Mean EBTS scores for hand-picked topics across the evaluation groups -
24Legacy

No of Topics 
for

EBTS Scores No-relation SP One-way SP Reciprocal-SP

4 out of 20 Cosine 0.43 ± 0.21 0.45 ± 0.08 0.42 ±0 .12

Pearson 0.20 ± 0 .1 4 0.21 ± 0.09 0.19 ± 0 .5 3

10 out of 20 Cosine 0.34 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0 .1 2 0.50 ± 0.04

Pearson 0.13 ±0 .20 0.19 ± 0.19 0.32 ± 0.41

15 out of 20 Cosine 0.29 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0 .1 0 0.49 ± 0 .1 3

5 .... ..................... Pearson 0.09 ±0.20.... _..... ......... ......... | 0.20 ± 0.07 0.34 ± 0.01
f- !

20 out of 20

, p
Cosine 0.24 ± 0.06 0.49 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.07

Pearson 0.07 ±0.20 0.23 ± 0 .1 9 0.37 ± 0 .1 7

4.3. Results from hashtag-based similarity

Another aspect of content-based similarity was hashtag-based similarity. Hashtags 

(see Appendix A) are special tags frequently used by Twitter users to follow a topic or 

event. Since hashtags are created by users, they can be intuitively considered as human 

provided topical tags to the tweets and offer a reasonable choice for measuring content- 

based similarity between the users. Hashtags are created by users in a freestyle and are 

heterogeneous. It has been previously reported by Boyd et al. that only 5% of tweets 

contain hashtags. However, the focus of our research was to study the content-based 

similarity at user level. Table 15 presents the descriptive statistics of hashtags count we 

found in 44,289 unique users and Figure 39 presents the distribution of the hashtags.
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Based on these observations and considering that the hashtags provide content- 

based information from the user’s tweets, we used Jaccard index (Equation 5 in Section 

3.3) to calculate the overlap of the hashtags between user pairs which we called as Hashtag 

Based Similarity (HBS). On evaluating the HBS on social pairs, we found that HBS was 

significantly lower in No-relation SP group as compared to One-way SP group and 

Reciprocal SP group, while HBS is significantly lower in One-way SP group as compared 

to Reciprocal SP group in all datasets except in This-Is-Us dataset, where although the 

difference was found, it did not reach the statistical significance (Table 16, Table 17). 

Based on these findings it can be concluded that HBS is a reliable similarity measure which 

can successfully differentiate between different social connections.

Table 15: Descriptive statistics Hashtags Count

TV Shows Mean Median Min -  Max
|

Mode

24-Legacy

Dataset
678.43 397 0-11346 11

The-Good-Place

Dataset
510.04 303 0 - 9258 7

This-Is-Us

Dataset
467.65 298 0 - 7833 6
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Figure 39: Frequency distribution o f hashtags count

Table 16: Mean Hash tag Based Similarity in Social Pair groups

No-Relation SP One-way SP Reciprocal SP

This-Is-Us Dataset 0.008 ± 0.068 0.048 ± 0.050 0.052 ± 0.068

The-Good-Place

Dataset

0.009 ± 0.008 0.028 ±0.031 0.046 ±0.061

24-Legacy Dataset 0.008 ± 0.007 0.030 ± 0.044 0.043 ±0.071
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Table 17: Analysis o f Variance (ANO VA)  and Post hoc Independent T-test for
Hashtag Based Similarity

Dataset ANOVA Pair Wise T-test

F-value P-value Groups P-value

This-Is-Us Dataset 475.16 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.02

The-Good-Place 346.54 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*
Dataset

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

24-Legacy Dataset 230.64 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*

4.4. Results from interactions-based similarity

Twitter users interact with other users in variety of ways including retweeting, 

replying, quoting and mentioning (See Appendix A). These interactions are indicators of 

user’s interest in other users. Retweeting and quoting, including reposting of a tweet from 

another user, signal a user’s interest in the contents posted by another user. While users 

retweeting or quoting, the same set of users are highly likely to share a common set of 

interests. Similarly, replying and mentioning are means to engage in a conversation of 

similar topics and are potential indicators of shared interests. To capture such similarity
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based on social interactions, we created two measures of similarity: Interaction Jaccard 

Measure (IJM) and Interaction Strength (IS). (Figure 11 and Figure 12)

To calculate the IJM, set of unique user were obtained with whom user interacted 

using any of the ways of social interactions, i.e., retweet, quote, reply or mention. Once the 

interaction set was obtained, IJM between two users was calculated using Jaccard similarity 

(Equation 5 of Section 3.3) of their interaction sets. Table 18 shows the mean IJM in the 

social pair groups in all the datasets. It can be noticed that IJM mean value is the least on 

No-Relation SP and highest in Reciprocal SP. The mean IJM value in One-way SP lies 

between No-Relation SP and Reciprocal SP. Furthermore, on comparing the means 

between the pairs of the social groups (e.g. difference of means between No-relation SP & 

One-way SP was significant with p-value of 0.00* ), the pair-wise differences in the means 

were found to be statistically significant in all the pairs of social groups in all the TV shows, 

except the different between One-way SP and Reciprocal SP group in the This-Is-Us 

dataset. (Table 19) Thus, from this observation it could be inferred that like HBS, IJM 

could differentiate between the social relation groups and can be used as similarity measure 

component to study the propagation of the TV shows over Twitter network. These findings 

corroborate the results by Zhang et al. [24], where retweet-based similarity was found to 

have the greatest impact on clustering.
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Table 18: Mean Interaction Jaccard Measure in Social Pair Groups

No-Relation SP One-way SP Reciprocal SP

This-Is-Us Dataset 0.007 ± 0.009 0.050 ± 0.049 0.055 ± 0.062

The-Good-Place

Dataset

0.009 ± 0.009 0.027 ± 0.020 0.047 ±0.051

24-Legacy Dataset 0.006 ± 0.008 0.032 ±0.041 0.044 ± 0.059

Table 19: Analysis o f Variance (ANOVA) and Post hoc Independent T-testfor
Interaction Jaccard Measure

Dataset ANOVA Pair Wise T-test

F-value P-value Groups P-value

This-Is-Us Dataset 665.82 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 0.00*
.  ....... _ _ j

One way SP & Reciprocal SP 0.002

The-Good-Place 731.94 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 0.00*
Dataset

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 

One way SP & Reciprocal SP

0.00*

0.00*

24-Legacy Dataset 382.98 0.00* No-relation SP & One-way SP 

No-relation SP & Reciprocal SP 

One way SP & Reciprocal SP

0.00*

0.00*

0.00*

In this chapter, we evaluated and compared the similarity scores obtained from 

topic modelling, hashtag-based similarity, and social interactions-based similarity based 

on the ability of these scores to distinguish between the social pairs (described in Section 

4.2.2). We found that the similarity scores obtained using the above three approaches could
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provide a good distinction between three different types of social pairs thus can be used as 

the similarity measure to study the information diffusion of the TV shows over the Twitter 

network. We also found that amongst all the topic modelling approaches studied, Gensim’s 

LDA (gLDA) was significantly better both in terms of homophily-based evaluation and 

runtime efficiency. In the next Chapter, we will summarize the key findings and present 

the future directions of the research.

4.5. Co-relation between the similarity scores

In previous section, we discussed the evaluation results from topical content-based, 

hashtag-based and interaction-based similarity. We found that all these similarity 

measures could differentiate between the evaluation groups. This raises a possibility that 

the three similarity measures could have a correlation among themselves.
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Table 20 presents the Pearson’s correlation between the different similarity measures 

across the datasets and we can see that none of the pairs of similarity showed significant 

correlation. This indicates that these similarity measures are independent.
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Table 20: Pearson's Co-relation between the various sim ilarity measures

Datasets Similarity Measures Pearson’s
correlation

This-Is-Us Topical
Similarity Hashtag-based Similarity 0.004

Topical
Similarity Interaction-based similarity 0.017

Interaction- 
based similarity Hashtag-based Similarity -0.003

The-Good-
Place

Topical
Similarity Hashtag-based Similarity -0.012

Topical 
Similarity 

Interaction- 
based similarity

Interaction-based similarity 0.037

Hashtag-based Similarity 0.043

24-Legacy
Similarity Hashtag-based Similarity 0.001

Topical
Similarity Interaction-based similarity -0.023

Interaction- 
based similarity Hashtag-based Similarity 0.007
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5. Conclusions and Future Directions

The goal of this study was to quantitate the similarity between the users of social 

network -  Twitter, by capturing their content-based and structural aspects. The work 

presented here is done in collaboration with the Marketing Department at San Francisco 

State University in California and is a part of the project that aims to study the information 

diffusion process of new TV shows over the Twitter network. In modeling the information 

diffusion, understanding what causes the adoption of a behavior is of considerable interest. 

Usually the propagation of information is assumed to happen over the edges of the social 

network. However, in many cases adjacent adopted neighbors and structure of network 

alone is insufficient to explain the observed behavior. User-user similarity is intuitively 

one of the important factors in the modeling of information diffusion. With the larger goal 

to study the variables that would explain the adoption behavior, the focus of this study was 

to design a multifaceted user similarity metric.

For capturing the sematic or content-based similarity, we used topic modeling 

approaches on users’ historical tweets to detect their topical interest. We also analyzed he 

hashtag based similarity between the users to capture another content-based similarity 

aspect. The structural similarity between the users was captures by their interactions, like 

retweets, replies, quotes and mentions. We evaluated the created similarity measures by 

using a homophily based evaluation approach. The major findings of this research are:
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1. On evaluating seven topic modeling approaches to determine the topical interest of the 

users, following observations were noted:

i. LDA based topic modeling approaches performed better on the homophily 

based evaluation metric as compared to DMM based approaches.

ii. The results of LDA topic modeling using collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithms 

for inference was significantly improved when augmented with word vectors.

iii. Gensim’s LDA (gLDA) implementation that uses Variational Bayes approach 

for posterior inference gave better results on evaluation metric and less run time 

as compared to other topic modeling approaches.

2. Hashtag based similarity and Interaction based similarity measures could significantly 

distinguish between social pair evaluation groups, thus presenting a reliable aspect to 

user similarity.

3. Data visualization techniques like word cloud were helpful in creating specialized 

similarity scores like Entertainment based similarity when used in conjunction with 

other visualization techniques like pyLDAvis.

Based on the evaluation results, we have created similarity measures to represent the user-user 

similarity at topical interest level, content similarity level and social interaction level. Based in 

their correlation coefficients, these similarity measures were independent. The next intuitive 

step could be to combine these similarity measures to create a more informative and single 

user-user similarity metric. However, the goal of this thesis was to crease similarity measures 

to understand the information diffusion of new TV shows over the Twitter network. Having
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this similarity measures as distinct independent variables will allow us to study their effect on 

the information diffusion. The similarity scores thus created are now being studied as 

independent variables in modeling of information diffusion as a part of ongoing research.

To our best knowledge, this is the first study to compare the various topic modeling 

approaches in creating the topic based similarity scores. One notable research on the topic 

based similarity is the TwitterRank algorithm proposed by Weng et al, [21 ]. In the TwitterRank 

algorithm, LDA based topic modeling approach was used to find the similarity between users. 

Authors used topical similarity to perform a topic sensitive random walk on the social network 

graph. In this thesis, we explored the topical similarity more elaborately. First, by comparing 

different topic modeling approaches and presenting their experimental evaluation. Second, we 

augmented the existing topic modeling approaches like LDA and DMM with word semantics 

using word vectors which drastically improved the performance on the homophily-based scale.

We also incorporated social interaction aspect in the similarity score and evaluated 

these approaches on real-world datasets of significant sizes. User similarity not only has 

potential application in the study of information diffusion but offers an insightful variable in 

studying recommendation system, link recommendation and community formation in social 

network. Thereby, findings from this research has tremendous practical applications.

One of the major limitation of the study was the lack of gold standard evaluation metric 

for evaluating the similarity scores obtained. We created a homophily based approach to 

evaluate the results. The concept of homophily is well acknowledged in Twitter [12] [13] and 

offers a reasonable heuristic evaluation method, when used in conjunction with data
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visualizations and human judgement. As a part of ongoing research, we are evaluating the 

obtained similarity scores by studying their influence on information diffusion. The results 

from the later are not within the scope of this thesis and will be presented in the future 

publications from the group.

Additionally, the work done in this thesis can be expanded and refined in the future in several 

ways:

1. In this thesis, the obtained similarity score is evaluated by heuristic homophily 

based approach. Further research is needed in this direction to create more objective 

evaluation metric. One way to evaluate the similarity index is by analyzing its 

application to the real-world problems. One such application is role of similarity 

index in information diffusion modeling. Our group is currently studying the 

information diffusion of new TV shows over the twitter network which will give 

valuable insight about the ability of similarity index to affect the dissemination of 

information.

2. The similarity index created in this research incorporate the content-based and 

interactions based aspects. This similarity index can be enriched by incorporating 

the user based information, location data and temporal information. Assimilation 

of different aspects of user data will capture the user-user similarity at a finer 

granularity and such similarity score can be more customized based on the 

application.
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3. In the current thesis, we used LDA based approach which uses bag of word model 

to create the content-based similarity index. Research can be undertaken to capture 

more semantic aspects of the content. We took a step in this direction by 

incorporating the semantic aspect of language analysis by using word vectors with 

LDA. But further research is necessary by using different natural language analysis 

tools and approaches.

As online social interaction is becoming the social norm, user-based content analysis has 

numerous real-world applications. The user similarity index developed in this research, 

which is currently being studied in the context of information diffusion, has many uses like 

viral marketing, targeted marketing, content customization, recommendation system and 

many more. Thus, future research to refine the similarity metric and create a reliable data 

driven evaluation techniques is necessary and valuable.
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7. Appendix A: Twitter terms

Twitter Term Description

Tweet Messages on Twitter posted by users. Tweets are restricted to

a length of 140 characters.

Hashtag User defined tag word staring with to identify certain

events or topics.

Twitter List A list is created by users called curators, who names it and

can add up to 500 users to it. Other users can then subscribe to

this list and receive updates from the users in the list without

directly following them.

Follower Subscribing to a twitter account is called “Follow”. The

person who follows is called Follower. The user to follows

receives all the tweets from the account that is followed

immediately. A user can follow or unfollow an account

anytime.

Friend The account which is being followed is called the Friend of

the user that follows.

Retweet A Tweet that you forward to your followers is known as a 

Retweet. Often used to pass along news or other valuable
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discoveries on Twitter, Retweets always retain original 

attribution.

Mention Mentioning other accounts in your Tweet by including the @ 

sign followed directly by their username is called a “mention”

Reply A response to another person’s Tweet. Reply by clicking or 

tapping the reply icon next to the Tweet you'd like to respond 

to. A direct reply count is displayed next to the reply icon of a 

Tweet, and indicates the total number of replies the Tweet has 

received.

Quote Quote is an extension to retweet. You have the option to add 

your own comments before Retweeting—making it a Quote 

Tweet.

Username A username is the identification of a user on Twitter.

Usernam is preceded by the symbol @. People cal use 

@username to mention a user in a tweet.
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8. Appendix B: Installation and Documentation

This chapter describes in details the software and scripts used in this study. The 

chapter details the system requirements, database collection process and storage format, 

followed by instructions on preparing the input, instructions on how to run the programs. 

All the steps are illustrated with examples, flow charts or screenshots for easy 

comprehension.

8.1. Data Collection

Three steps were used in collecting the data for analysis as shown in Figure 4

8.1.1. Tweet Streams

Stream of tweets were collected for selected TV shows by using a Java program 

that can be downloaded from here:

https://github.eom/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/streamingtweet colle 

ction

The bash script ‘start stream, sh ’ can be used run the streamer program. The program 

expects ‘config.json ’ file in the current folder which provides the authorization credentials 

and hashtags list. The program collects the tweets for the provided hashtags and stores 

them in the Mongo database hosted locally. The document structure of the tweet stored is 

described here: https: / / dev .twitter. com/overvie w/ api / tweets

https://github.eom/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/streamingtweet
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8.1.2. Historic Tweets

The collection of historic tweets for every new user is done in two steps 

Step 1: Unique user’s ids are collected from the tweet stream collection using the following 

script:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/user_id_collection 

The input for the script are:

• hashtag o f the TV show

• name o f  the collection where the user ids are stored.

The ‘script run.sh’ file provided in the above repository provides example to execute the 

script.

Step 2: Collection of old tweets for unique users collected in step one is done using the 

following script:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/old tweet collection 

The input for the script are:

• Name o f the collection where user ids are stores

• Name o f the collection where collected old tweets will be stored.

This script needs a configuration file named ‘conf.json ’ in the same location 

where the script is stored. The configuration file needs to provide the credentials of Twitter

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/user_id_collection
https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/old
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accounts that will be used for authorization to collect the tweets using Twitters REST 

Timeline API. [47] The ‘get_tweets.sk’ script provides the example to execute the above 

python script, shows the document structure of the stored historic tweet. For every user, up 

to 3200 historic tweets are collected going backwards in the timeline.

Table 21: Document structure o f historic tw eet collection

key Description
i .........  i

id
i i

The id of the tweet

user_id User id of the Twitter user

user description User description

user_name Username of the Twitter user

screen_name The Twitter screen name of the user (see Annexure A)

statuses_count The number of Tweets posted by the user

lang Language of the Tweet

retweet
True or false: indicates if the tweet is a retweet (see Annexure 

A)

retweeted_status
This field is present only if the tweet is a retweet and contains 

the details of original tweet including its user details.

quote
True or false: indicates if the tweet is a quoted tweet, (see 

Annexure A)

quoted_status
This field is present only if the tweet is a quoted tweet and 

contains the details of original tweet including its user details.

createdat The creation time and date of the tweet
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8.1.3. Social Structure Data:

The information about friends and followers of the users is collected using the python 

program that can be downloaded from here:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/social network collect 

ion

The collection is a two-step process. Firstly, the user ids are collected and updated in 

database and secondly, the social network data is collected for each user id. The bash script 

‘scriptrun.sh’ will start the program to collect the user ids and bash script ‘collect.sh’ will 

start the social network collection program. The social network collection script -  

‘updatesocialnetwork.py’ requires a ‘config.json’ for authentication of Twitter API calls. 

The social network collection creates one collection per TV show hashtag provided in 

‘script_run.sh’ script.

Table 22: Document structure o f social network collection

key Description
i---

user_id
i........ ....................— i

User id of the Twitter user

collectionstatus
done / pending / collecting: indicates if the friends and followers 

for this user are collected.

friends Ids of user’s friends

followers Ids of user’s followers

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/DataCollection/tree/master/social
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8.2. Topical Similarity Calculation

8.2.1. Preparation of the input documents data

The LDA based topic modeling approaches required pooling of the historic tweets 

to create the input document. Every user contributed a single document. For DMM based 

topic modeling approached every document was single tweet and every user contributed 

multiple documents as input for the topic modeling program.

The script used to preprocess the tweets and create the input document can be obtained 

from here:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilarity/tree/master/data_preprocess

ing

Input for ‘read_data.py’ include:

i. Name of collection where old tweets are stores

ii. Path to csv file containing user ids of users.

iii. Name of directory where result should be stored.

iv. Prefix for output files: This is for naming convention and identification. This 

prefix will be used later in gLDA scripts.

The script collects the tweets of the users provided in the file from the mongo DB 

collection, preprocesses them for topic modeling and created 5 files in the directory 

provided. The output files are prefixed with the name of directory provided.

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilarity/tree/master/data_preprocess
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Table 23: output files created by data preprocessing scripts

Suffix of filename Content of the output file

_raw_username. csv
........................ ' 11 .......... ' 1
Contains “username, non-processed tweet” in each line.

_username.csv
Contains “username, pooled and preprocessed tweets of the 

user” in each line

_text.csv

Contains “pooled and preprocessed tweets of the user” in each 

line. This file will have one entry for one user. Used as input 

for LDA based topic modeling programs.

_s_username.csv

Contains “username, preprocessed single tweet of the user” in 

each line. Note that this file will have multiple entries for one 

username.

_s_text.csv

Contains “preprocessed single tweet of the user” in each line. 

Note that this file will have multiple entries for one username. 

Used as input for DMM topic modeling.

8.2.2. Topic Modeling Software

• LDA GLDA)/ DMM (jDMM): The jLDADMM java package [8] can be 

downloaded from https://github.com/datquocnguyen/iLDADMM. The output file 

obtained from the read_data.py script will be used as corpus input file for the script. 

The program can be run using the following command:

$ java [-XmxlG] -jar jar/jLDADMM.jar -model <LDA_or__DMM> -corpus 
<Input_corpus_file_path> [-ntopics <int>] [-alpha <double>] [-beta 
<double>] [-niters <int>] [-twords <int>] [-name <String>] [- 
sstep <int>]

https://github.com/datquocnguyen/iLDADMM
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Output files are created in the folder where the corpus input file is stored and 

includes the following files:

Table 24: Output files created by jLDA Java program

Filenames Content
1

output.theta
ii i j ' j

document-to-topic distributions

output.phi topic-to-word distributions

output.topWords top topical words

output.topicAssignments topic assignments

output.params model parameters

• LDA (jLDA)/ DMM (jDMM) with word vectors: Source code for jLDA and 

jDMM with word vectors can be downloaded from:

https://github.com/datquocnguyen/LFTM

The program can be run using the following command:

$ java [-Xmx2G] -jar jar/LFTM.jar -model <LFLDA_or_LFDMM> -corpus 
<Input_corpus_file_path> -vectors <Input_vector_file_path> [-
ntopics <int>] [-alpha <double>] [-beta <double>] [-lambda <double>] 
[-initers <int>] [-niters <int>] [-twords <int>] [-name <String>] 
[-sstep <int>]

The output files are like those obtained in jLDA or jDMM.

The input files needed to run the topic modeling program are:

i. Document corpus: tweet documents created by read_data.py script

ii. Word vectors:

https://github.com/datquocnguyen/LFTM
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■ Pre-trained word vectors used for jLDA_w2v_pre and jDMM_w2v_pre 

were obtained from https://nlp.Stanford.edu/proiects/glove/ [35]. Before 

using the pretrained word vectors, the input document corpus needs to be 

preprocessed by removing the words which are not present in pretrained 

word vector. The script for removal of uncommon words can be 

downloaded from here:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/blob/master/ 

word vectors/remove uncommon words.pv

■ Training word vectors on corpus for j'LDA_w2v and jDMM_w2v was done 

using https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html. The 

python script can be downloaded from here:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilarity/tree/master/ 

word vectors

The word vector output is created in the folder of input file. The first line of 

the input file should be deleted before using with jLDA or jDMM java 

program.

• Gensim LDA (gLDA): The script to run gLDA can be downloaded from:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/gLDA 

The program uses input files created in data preprocessing described above.

Following three scripts are run sequentially:

i. Ida gensim make corpus, py: create the corpus and dictionary.

https://nlp.Stanford.edu/proiects/glove/
https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/blob/master/
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilarity/tree/master/
https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/gLDA
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ii. runjda.py: trains the model, generates the topics and creates the pyLDAvis 

html visualization.

iii. create topic vectors.py: creates the topic vectors for each user, which are 

later used in calculation of the topical similarity.

The bash script 'run Jda  steps.sh’ demonstrate the commands to run the above scripts. 

The gLDA scripts assume the naming convention of input files as described in Table 24.
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8.2.3. Creating topic vectors

After the topic models are trained, the next step is to obtain the topic vectors for 

every user. The gLDA program provides the topic vectors in output. For Java based topic 

modeling programs the next step is to create the topic vectors.

Topic vectors for DMM based approaches: The program to create topic vectors for 

DMM based approaches (jDMM, jDMM_w2v andjDMM_w2v_pre) can be downloaded 

from:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilarity/tree/master/iDMM 

DMM assigns single topic per document. Our input to DMM is one tweet per line, so every 

user contributes many lines or documents in the input file. Creation of topic vectors is done 

by calculating the proportion of tweets belonging to a topic. The input for the program is:

i. the preprocessed file with username

ii. topic Assignment (suffix topicAssignment) file from jLDADMM program 

The bash script ‘dmm_run_steps.sk’ provides the example for running the program.

Topic vectors for LDA based approaches: The program to create topic vectors for LDA 

based approaches (JLDA, jLDA_w2v and jLDA_w2v_pre) can be downloaded from:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/jLDA 

. The input for the program is:

i. the preprocessed file with username

ii. theta output file (suffix theta) file from jLDADMM program that contains topic 

probability for users per line.

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilarity/tree/master/iDMM
https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/jLDA
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The bash script ‘jL D A runsteps.sh’ provides the example for running the program.

8.2.4. Calculating topical Similarity

The topic vectors obtained in above step can now be used to calculate the topical similarity 

between given pairs of users. The program to calculate similarity can be downloaded from 

here:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/topic_similarity 

The input for the program:

i. Path to topic vector file

ii. File containing list of pairs of users in csv format

iii. Name of the output directory

The bash script ‘run similarity.sh’ gives an example of how to run the similarity program. 

The output from the program is similarity scores between the pairs of users, histogram plots 

showing the frequency distribution of similarity scores and mean similarity is logged in the 

log file.

8.3. Hashtag based similarity and Interactions Based Similarity

The information required for calculation of hashtag based similarity and structural 

similarities is obtained from user’s historical tweets. The first step was to preprocess the 

historical tweets and store the hashtags and interactions of the user in another collection 

for easy access. Once the interactions are stored in a dedicated collected next step is to 

calculate the hashtag similarity and interaction similarity between the pairs of users.

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/topic_similarity
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The program to run the above two steps can be downloaded from here:

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/structure based 

similarity

The script ‘prepare interactions.py' reads the historic tweets for the given user and store 

the interactions and hashtags in a new collection. The script ‘interactions_stats.py’ 

calculates the hashtag based similarity and interaction based similarity.

The bash script ‘runscripts.sh ’ gives the usage of the above scripts with example.

https://github.com/TwitterDataMining/TopicBasedSimilaritv/tree/master/structure

